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Rotella’s article, found in the popular New York Times Magazine, starts from the platform of attending a 3-day tablet
workshop for teachers in Greensboro, N.C. This workshop is an introduction of how teachers can use the tablet in 18 of
Guilford County’s public middle schools. The attendees of the workshop range in age, teaching experience and
technological savvy. Initially, Rotella’s view on the teachers’ responses is that of a negative and frustrated one, including
quotes from a “gray-bearded man who described himself as ‘technologically retarded’” or a more seasoned teacher,
though open to advancement, saying, “’I don’t want this thing to take over my classroom.’” Rotella is asking, “What is the
real purpose of tablets in the classroom?”
Like a good reporter, Rotella does more than simply attend this workshop. Gathering fiscal data such as the $30 million
spent on said tablets funded by a federal grant or global reports claiming “Between 1970 and 2010 [America] doubled the

amount of money we spent on education!” Rotella questions this by asking if it is this is the right way to spend tax dollars
and if, in fact, it is the best way for students to learn: through a screen. From the perspective of Joel Klein, the answer is
yes. Klein is the chief executive of Amplify, the company producing the tablets. Klein claims “K-12 isn’t working!” and
claims that because of the technology these tablets provide, student’s can receive a more “customized” learning
experience based on their proficiency in a subject. Klein’s statements are not simply business or unfounded; he was the
chancellor of NYC’s public schools for nine years. This question is also filtered through Arne Duncan, the U.S. Secretary
of Education, whose multi-layered response is, “’How [does America] spend more effectively?’”
Rotella doesn’t have a very fond view of either of these characters. Instead, he pulls at your heartstrings by bringing in
statements from passionate teachers beginning to understand the technology, artsy Amplify employee’s zeal for improving
design, and Robin Britt, the lead instructor of the tablet workshop. Britt points out that many more careers are interested in
potential employees that are well verse in technology and intelligential questioning rather than physical abilities and that
the “smart” classroom better prepares student’s for this entry. The author also touches on how the data produced by the
students’ use of the tablets will better allow us to map their education, successes, and understanding, allowing teachers to
improve and reflect on curriculum. But does it really depend on the teachers? Within the final two paragraphs of the
article, Rotella makes the strong argument that if it is in fact the teachers providing knowledge, developing skills, including
interpersonal interface, then why aren’t we spending more money on professional development, salaries and institutional
support for instructors?

Schönau, Diederik W. 2012. Towards developmental self-assessment in the visual arts:
supporting new ways of artistic learning in school. International Journal of Education through Art,
8 (1): 49-58.
In his article, Diederik Schönau, questions what the necessity for arts in general education and how do we defend its
important role. Education, according to Schönau, is a means to create competent individuals that can partake in society
on three different levels: professionally in the work force to be financially self-sufficient, cultivation of civil skills and
societal participation, and finally, the development of self; physically, emotionally, mentally.
After outlining these skills, Schönau challenges what it is about art education that is best at teaching them.
Frankly put, art education, in its most successful form, trains students on how to give meaning to form and make form
from meaning through vital autonomy, something that is lacking in mathematics, sciences or language. The writer does
demand that there be a modification to the way art education is executed. He claims, those students ages 4 - 12 should
solely focus on paint, graphite and clay, and fully explore the qualities of these mediums. He has observed that
introducing young students to multiple materials in such short amounts of time can lead to a feeling of overwhelming and
provide no time for reflection or revision. Meanwhile, students above the age 12 should have the opportunity to not only
explore other materials outside of the elementary scope but also develop their own projects.
By allowing students to develop individual tasks, with careful supervision, they begin to explore on their own
terms. Students will have the opportunity to explain why they used a specific material, what that means, what idea they
are trying to convey. This is complimented with critique, asking the students to identify where they succeeded, where they
can improve and most importantly, review the work of their peers while receiving feedback as well. Through this method of
art education we will have cohesive, tangible proof of how the arts most successfully prepares students to succeed in the
twenty-first century.

Holert, Tom. 2009. A Child Could Do It. Cabinet Magazine. 34.
“The value lies in the eyes of the beholder” is not a new term to us. Placing value on creative projects has always been
debated in that art is inherently subjective and a result of the impossibility of a common standard for grading. In this
article, Tom Holert historically explores art psychology in the United States as a mean for identifying artistic success.
Experimental psychologists developed tests to measure the value or credibility of students’ excellence through art. Some
of these tests where titled as, “Art Aptitude,” and “Art Appreciation.”
Norman C. Meier, a psychology professor at the University of Iowa formed a ten-year research program entitled “Genetic
Studies in Artistic Capacity” in 1929. Meier’s wanted to gauge “aesthetic sensitivity” and formulated the notion “that
cognitive capacity, as measured by intelligence testing, was linked to artistic success.” He used examples in nature to
support his claims that there was a standard by which to judge what was considered “artistically excellent” and that a
person’s preference between two images explained a lot about their intelligence. Furthermore, there was a right and a
wrong in visual preference. Right would be a balance of harmony and symmetry. This idea was carried out in a flawed
experiment, in which the controls were altered, where a child had to choose from four scarves that compliment a predressed doll. If the child chose the correct scarf they were seen as having “high aesthetic judgment.”

Eckhoff, Angela; Hallenbeck, Amy; Spearman, Mindy. 2011. A Place for the Arts: Lessons
Learned from an Afterschool Art Experience with Reclaimed Materials. Afterschool Matters, 14:
40-47.
Art afterschool, taking art outside of the classroom, art in everyday life.

Burnham, Rika. 2011. Teaching in the art museum: interpretation as experience. Los Angeles : J.
Paul Getty Museum.
Advantages of teaching art in a museum context. Barnes Foundation.

Yohlin, Elizabeth. 2012. Pictures and Pictures: Pictures in Pictures: Art History and Art Museums
in Children's Picture Books. Children's Literature in Education, 43(3): 260-272.
Children encountering art at a young age, reading as preparation for museum experience.

Eckhoff, Angela. 2008. The Importance of Art Viewing Experiences in Early Childhood Visual
Arts: The Exploration of a Master Art Teacher's Strategies for Meaningful Early Arts Experiences.
Early Childhood Education Journal, 35(5): 463-472.
Using the museum as a meaningful art education experience in children at a young age.

Danilowitz, Brenda; Horowitz, Frederick. 2006. Josef Albers: To Open Eyes.
Exploration of Albers teaching philosophies through art, design and color theory.

Lawrence, Weschler. 2008. Seeing is Forgetting the Name of the Thing One Sees.
Through the work of Robert Irwin, how do we re-construct our ideas of art and experience?

Though, Paul. 2012. How Children Succeed.
Exploration of student journeys, both privileged and disadvantaged, through challenges.

De Zegher, Catherine. Eva Hesse Drawing. 27 – 57.
In this chapter, Hesse reflects on her classroom teaching. In her curriculum, which was often questioned by
administrators, Hesse prompts,”I will make up a story. I will describe forms that can move, walk, jump, describe long
shapes, circles that skip and hop. I can sit still or move at 300 miles an hour. Can you paint me?” pg 50

Best, David. 1992. The Rationality of Feeling. The Falmer Press. London & Washington, D.C.
Groziner, Wolfgang. 1955. Scribbling, Drawing, Painting. Praeger. New York.
Disecting and qualifying child drawing.

Feldman, Edmund Burke. 1996. Philosophy of Art Education. Prentice-Hall, Inc. New Jersey.
Chapter Four: The Psychological Dimension.

Nixon, Mignon. 2002. Eva Hesse. MIT Press. Massachusetts.
Interviews with Eva Hesse on her practice.

Source 1 (Journal Article):
Winner, E. & Hetland, L. (2008). Art for our Sake, School Arts Classes Matter More than Ever - But Not
for the Reasons You Think. Arts Education Policy Review, 109(5), 29-31.
In this article, it was intended to draw us away from some frequently asked questions in which many
art educators/advocates have been dwelling for many years, e.g. What is the value f Art and how can
Art help to improve test scores, etc.? It encourages us to look beyond that and look at what Art can
bring to education.
In schools, there has been too much focus on verbal and quantitative skills; children are rewarded
for their language skills and mathematics abilities and for the ability to remember and regurgitate
information. To achieve high test scores, schools improvised teaching strategies and focus on
teaching “exam smart” and many life skills which are not measured by test scores are often being
left untaught.
According to the article, it was suggested that these untaught life skills be taught in art classes. A
full academic year study was conducted at five visual-arts classrooms in two local Boston-area
schools through video-taping and photographing classes, analysing what were seen, and
interviewing teachers and their students. It was concluded that besides learning the craft, there is an
array of skills learnt in a visual arts classrooms, which were not taught elsewhere in the school. And
these skills are critical and important to many careers.
Eight “Studio Habits of the Mind” are being identified in the study. They are development of craft,
persistence, expression, making connections between school work and the real world, observation,
envision, innovation and reflective self-evaluation.
Most importantly, the powerful thinking culture happening in the art classroom is transferrable to
other subjects and applicable lifelong. In addition, other subject teachers can also adopt some of the
habits of mind and use it in their subjects to empower students to learn better and sustain their
interests in learning.

Hence, instead of debating over the values of arts, art

educator/advocates should start using art to restore the balance and depth of the education system.
Art is taught in school not only for aesthetics appreciation but to teach the other modes of thinking
which is valuable for life.

Source 2 (TED Talk):

Pierson, R.F. (2013, May 6). How to get teachers to teach and students to learn. CNNOpinion.
Retrieved from http://www.cnn.com/2013/05/05/opinion/pierson-common-senseschooling/index.html?hpt=hp_t4

!
This is an article written especially for to CNN as part of TEDTalk Tuesdays. Pierson was an
experienced educator for 40 years. She expressed that often times, some education policies may
seem a good idea or look good on paper, may not necessary be sensible to implement in schools
even if the intention is good. Good educators can differentiate the good from the bad initiatives.
However often times, they are too caught with the latest rhetoric and trends. It takes guts to hold
teachers and students accountable. Pierson firmly stated that if a child is not in school, he/she
would not learn. It is important for school and home to be on the same platform, working together
to get the child to learn. All children need an adult to guide them to grow into mature, happy and
reliable adults. Incompetent teachers should be fire as teachers are accountable to the learning of
our future generation. When the best are being hired, the teachers will know their expectation too.
As a result, the academic complexion of the schools will improve. It is important for teachers to be
vigilant and pay attention to their students. Signs that a student will potentially drop out are evident
long before high school, but that is often when teachers begin to take notice. However she warned
that although it makes sense to create a winning spirit in children, not every child could make it to
college. Instead teachers should encourage skill excellence and passion for whatever students
choose to do or become.
In conclusion, teachers are born to make a difference. They should aim to bring joy through teaching
and learning and the best out of their students.

!

Source 3 (Journal Article):

Sabol, F.R. (2013) Seismic Shifts in the Education Landscape: What Do They Mean for Arts Education
and Arts Education Policy. Arts Education Policy Review. 114(Vol) 33-45

!

!

The United States has been undergoing a wave of dramatic educational reform over the last two
decades. This reform is necessary as the performance of our students has been on a decline in the
world of education ranking. Sabol argues that educators in all disciplines are facing considerable
challenges to keep up to the unprecedented changes, as the policy markers argue that education
overhaul is the way to retain America’s position in the world. He agrees that much has occurred in
the education landscape with the most recent developments being the implementation of State
Common Core for the Language Arts and Mathematics. It will soon be, he argues, cascaded to the
arts education programmes in schools.
This article provides an overview of the development in the general education system through a
number of consequential studies and reports, which has also shaped the current arts education and
staged the platform for its future landscape. In addition, discussion on policy issues on the
development of general education and the arts education has been highlighted. Sabol warns that the
constant state of flux in the education system, policy leaders and decision-makers need to be
vigilant and ensure that new policies are aligned with the changing needs and development of the
system.
Arts and arts education play significant and essential roles in the nation’s economy. In my opinion,
regardless of the shift, as art educators and advocates, it is important to be aware of the changes
and reform and making sense of what courses of actions and response we should pursue. We can
then better inform them into our practices as we shape the arts education landscape now and in the
future.

Source 4 (Journal Article):

Pease, S., Maeda, J., Allina, B., Dempsey, S., Kripke, L., Ayres, C., Mather, R., Sproll, P., Ramireaz, A.,
Overstorm, N., Goldman, M., & Perera, J. (2013). STEM + A = STEAM. Arcade, 30 (2), 29-49.

!

!

STEM primarily stands for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics and STEAM with Arts
added to it. This article consists of a series of articles written by 12 members consisting of
experienced educators, design and scientific professionals and current students of the RISD STEAM
Club. The club is founded by Sarah Pease - a student designer, maker and researcher at RISD. It
began with Sarah sharing her personal experience as a kid. She is trained at a very young age that
art is a frivolous subject and is separated from core subjects like Mathematics and Science. However,
she felt that technology fails to make things more emotionally rich.
John Maeda, RISD president, explained why Art and Science are closely related. Based on his personal
experience as a computer scientist, an artist and a graphic designer, he felt that Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) are not adequate to describe the needs of the
society. And Art and Design offers what the contemporary world needs – a direct interpersonal
communication. Other members also echoed what Sarah and John presented. They shared their own
personal experiences in their own fields of studies to support the inclusion of Arts into STEM.
These articles affirm the value of creativity in the 21st century, highlighting the efforts in the
classrooms, laborites and studios to challenge the way we traditionally think about learning and
creating. Creativity is essential to American progress as America reinstates herself as a world leader.
Clearly through Arts Education, creative and critical thinkers will be nurtured. With that, innovation
will be generated. The articles advocated the importance of Arts Education to make an impact and
give new life to innovation and future of Americans. Although there are no concrete results from the
move towards STEAM yet, the individual writings are indeed a source of inspiration to Arts educators
and advocates.

Source 5 (Journal Article):
Sandino, L (2007). Accounts of influence in the life history interview. Journal of Visual Arts Practice,
6(3), 191-199.

This article encapsulates the process of narrating the artists’ life history recording and discusses the
benefits and challenges of interviews. Often times, there is an issue on what to focus on, his/her life
or his/her work. With life history not written by the artists themselves, just like that of an
autobiography, it is also very difficult to document and reflect the true essence of what the artists’
personal encounters and experiences are like and the intent of his art works. As such, this article
explores effective ways to transcribe the stories of the artists through narratives by using the
relational self to relate and refer. Sandino argues that narratives help to transcend stories more
effectively. To retain the authenticity of the artists’ life stories, which constitutes the life history,
interview is increasingly used to better understand the perspective of the author and the artist. In
this mode of documentation, a text is created that is open and dynamic because the process of the
interview enables a constantly reflexive, evaluative self to emerge. Through their dialogic exchange,
better clarity is established. These form of recordings also offer an opportunity for the artist to hear
himself/herself in the process of becoming the reflective narration. Hence, the life history recording
is not an end but the beginning of a process.

Source 6 (Chapter from book):
Stewart, M.G. & Walker, S.R. (2005). Rethinking Curriculum in Context. Rethinking Curriculum in Art
(pp. 7-20). Massachusetts: Davis Publication. 12(1.4), 7-20.

This book, by Marilyn G. Stewart and Sydney R. Walker, is an easy read for any busy art educators. It
focused on the deeply embedded assumptions in general curriculum decision making. The authors
want to encourage educators to seriously examine their basic, fundamental ideas about what is

important for students to learn and how this learning can best be accomplished. Research, theory,
and new practice around the education development warrant a careful examination by those who
care about art education for the children and youth today.
I am particularly drawn to chapter 2, Rethinking Curriculum in Context. Since 1960s, art educators
have ben increasingly maintained “arts as a discipline”. Besides providing opportunities for students
to use materials and techniques for artistic expression, art also provide students to view and
responds to artworks and understand the role of art in the societies – past and present. In the
1980s, these ideas gave raise to a teaching approach known as “discipline-based arts education”
(DBAE). This new approach drew upon the content and inquiry methods of the fur disciplines – art
history, art criticism, aesthetics, and art making, as models for student engagement in an arts
curriculum. There is constant need to align our art curriculum with the advancement of technology
and media and changes happening in the society and education landscape. Teachers need to
continually rethinking, revisiting and reviewing the curriculum and scrutinise the existing and
choose wisely what is deem essential for their students.
The authors introduced the “backward design” approach to curriculum planning, first by identifying
enduring ideas, key concepts, and essential questions, then articulating what is acceptable evidence
as students understand and are able to perform and eventually to design instructional strategies to
move students to wards the desired ends. Personally, this form of planning has been effective for me
when I planned for my lessons, I am more focus when I have an end of mind.

Source 7 (Journal Article)
Kathy, M. & Gianna, D.R. (2011). On becoming "Wide-Awake": Artful Re-Search and Co-Creative
Process as Teacher Development. International Journal of Education & the Arts. 12(SI 1.4). Retrieved
[date] from http://www.ijea.org/v12si1/.

!
Kathy and Gianna are both teachers and artist re-searchers who have worked in public school
systems, at elementary and secondary levels respectively. Both began their doctoral work several
years into their teaching careers. In this paper, they have specifically use hyphenated form of research to emphasise the “inescapably personal nature’ of learning – that takes place practically
everywhere in families, among friends, intimates, and at work.
They attempt to describe how knowledge made through the participation in the arts processes yield
new understanding of the self in the classroom and the world. According to them, artistic processes

also allow them to define and represent themselves and their experience in the research literature. In
their re-search, they use the form and the metaphor of the box to see more in their experience, to
hear more on normally unheard frequencies, to become more conscious of what daily routines have
obscure, what habit and convention have suppressed. They argue that the personal meaning
making, which result from their re-search process can be understood as embodied learning.
Becoming a teacher is more than transition from the pre–service training to the actual classroom. It
is an on-going process and is shaped by own educative and miseducative experiences. Teaching is
not just about transmission and learning as acquisition of facts, there are the emotional, relational
and embodied aspects of teaching and learning. Hence understanding of teacher knowledge and
development suggest that a mere cognitive or managerial approach to teaching and teacher
education cannot deal effectively with the range of social and academic concerns reflected in
schools. There need to be a bridge to link what is taught to teachers during pre-service and what is
actually happening in schools.
Kathy and Gianna embarked on an inquiring journey to re-visit, re-tell and re-frame their
experiences in the light of new understanding. It seeks to re-position the teacher as a learner and
agent of his/her development. They see learning as a process rather than a product, an experience
rather than work and live rather than done.
Through the authors’ re-search, it is no doubt that art teachers should be encouraged to create their
own artwork, to continue to have a critical and reflective mindset. In doing so, not only can they
better organized their thoughts, they will find the teaching of art more meaningful and purposeful.
As teachers begin in such a learning journey, their approaches to teaching will be different – a more
nurturing teaching and learning spaces for both self and their students. Every teacher’s learning is
unique and personal. It is a complex and an active process where teachers learn to make conscious
the meaning that they make out of a lifetime of teaching.
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Source 8 (Journal Article):
Kan, K.H. (2011). Playful Mindfulness - How Singapore adolescent students embody meaning with
school art. Arts Education Policy Review, 52(2), 155-170.!

The article investigates how Singapore adolescent students accrued and embodied meaning with
school art. Kan’s study was done on four secondary schools over a period of two years during their
regular art lessons with extensive documentation using photographs while the students are
preparing for their examination pieces. Through observations and interviews with the students, she
uncovered playful mindfulness among students while they completed the required skill acquisition in
their schools. She captured students’ exact narratives of what went through their mind as they were
doing art and after they completed their artwork.

The seemingly paradoxical nature of playfulness

and mindfulness merged to demonstrate students' mindset as well as the characteristics of their
learning.

It was amazing how

the author, through her research, unearthed the insignificant comments and actions by the students
and decoded them. School art style nullifies by shifting the emphasis in the art curriculum to
cultivate intellectual reasoning and discursive practices in preparation for the future. Not only were
students able to acquire the skills needed to create their artwork, they also explored, investigated,
evaluated and reflected throughout the whole art making process.
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Source 9 (Journal Article):
Silver, A. (2004). Pedagogy and Polemics: Are Art Educators Qualified to Teach Visual Culture?. Arts
Education and Visual Culture Studies, 106 (1), 19-23.

!
A visual culture as explains by the author, is one in which people learn from what they see but not
everything from what they see.
The article addresses the notion “Are Art Educators Qualified to Teach Visual Culture?” by looking at
three possible sources – 1. Is cultural understanding of the objects similar to aesthetics
understanding of art? 2. Do materials objects in the visual culture acquire meaning and value in the
same way that art objects do? 3. Do we acknowledge the power of objects in the visual culture in the
same terms that we use to celebrate the power attributed to art?
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Source 10 (Journal Article):
Bolin, P.E. (September 1996). We are what we ask. Art Education, 6-10.!

!
We are directed through our lives by questions. To ask and answer questions is a fundamental part
of what it means to human. Bolin pointed out that there are a wide range of questions – some
questions are relevant only at one time while others are underlying which span time and culture. He
had well documented and convincingly argued that Art educators has a role to play in helping people
to understand that it is with the formation of questions and pursuit of answers that we should
initiate and carry out our essential investigations into the visual arts. By posing the right questions,
it encourages the reconsiderations of ideas and actions by those actively involved in art making,
writing and teaching.
In addition, art educators should recognize the importance of questions in the lives of the children
and youngster through the works of art.
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Source 11 (Journal Article):
Stipek, D. (September 2006). Relationships Matter. Educational Leadership, 46-49.!

!

!

With this era of accountability and No Child Left Behind (NCLB) policy, many educators have been so
occupied with test scores and neglected the relationship and rapport needed in the classroom to
encourage learning. Ironically, she argues, to promote high academic standards, teachers need to
create a conducive classroom environment and develop positive good relationships with their
students. She added that, being a caring and supportive teacher, means holding students
accountable while providing the support they need to succeed. Especially with young children, they
share their feelings and information about themselves with teachers who are affectionate and
nurturing. When children are close to teachers, their level of engagement and achievement increase.
Also strongly articulated in the article, Stipek highlighted that in order for teachers to achieve the
good relationships with their students, the support for teachers must be present. She pointed out
that only teachers who feel respected, trusted, and cared for as individuals will be better abled to
offer the same support to their students. She suggested various structures, which schools can put in
place to allow for sustained contact between the teachers and students. It is by no doubt that paying
attention to students’ non-academic needs; emotional health and wellbeing, is the key to meeting
the high academic expectations.
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Source 12 (Journal Article):
Carpenter, J.P. & Pease, J.S. (October 2012). Sharing the Learning. Kappan, 92(N2), 36-41.!

!
The education landscape of America is intriguing possibilities and daunting challenges. With the
accountability paradigm, teachers are forced to take on too much work in the push to raise test
scores. As a reason, students sat placidly in the classrooms while listening to their teacher delivering
their lessons. Ironically, such teaching does little to hold students answerable to their learning. The
authors suggested a solution to this; that is to approach instructions differently. They asserted that
students should be challenged and assumed more responsibility to their own learning. In doing so,
active participant will develop deeper understandings about content, learn more academic and life
skills, and develop habits of mind that benefit them beyond the classroom.
Although intuitively teachers know that, it is hard to make it happen in the current education
climate. Carpenter and Pease proposed a few approaches to help teachers to advance students’
learning in the classrooms. Through the promotion of intellectual rigor, a commitment to growth
and improvement, and the development and maintenance of the classroom community, students
take charge of their learning. They will better grapple the content and come to realisations at least
partially due to their own exertions. They must labour if they want to learn.
Totally agreed with the authors suggestions, instead of exerting themselves to do even, teachers
should learn to share their load by asking their students to work and learn differently. The strategies
are not one size fits all. However, teachers will need to adapt and adopt accordingly depending on
individual classroom situation.

Source 13 (Journal Article):
Marin, R. & Roldan, J. (2010). Photo essays and photographs in visual arts based educational
research. International Journal of Education through Art, 6(1), 7-23. Doi:10.1389/eta6.1.7_1!

!
Photographs have been used widely in visual arts-based educational research. However the
explanation of the methodological criteria of their use are not common. This article offers definition
of some of the concepts of research criterion through photography.
The use of visual anthropology, visual ethnography and visual sociology are traditionally evident in
art education and other research disciplines. The authors stated that in photography-educational
research, images are the most crucial and decisive element of the investigation. They define the
problem, describe the context, provide and interpret the data, argue a case for findings and reveal
conclusion. The article explains the use of independent photographs, photo series, photo essay and
photo discourse. The authors argue that the visual quotations serve important functions to verbal
quotations. The article also demonstrates how visual quotations are used in visual discourse.
Depending on the context of research, the organizational framework of images one chooses will
serve a different art educational purpose. One will need to decide the intention and plan for the
research process and is it possible to achieve visual interpretations and explanations of educational
problem.
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Source 14 (Journal Article):
Neuman, S.B. (April 2010). Empowered – After School. Educatonal Leadership, 30-36.!

!
This article investigates the after-school programmes in America. It is more than just a safety net to
keep students away from drugs and bring down crime rates. They promote positive development
and expand children’s goals for school and beyond. Neuman argues that children acquire
knowledge, language, and social understandings through useful activity, like solving real problems
or social challenges. After-school programs do not emphasize on standardized tests scores, rather
skilled performance matters most. Activities introduce children to experiences that spark their
interest and expand their goals for what they hope to accomplish in school and beyond.
A good after-school program helps to bridge formal and informal learning. They nurture children’s
talent, expose them to interesting people, and set tough-love standards behavior. Through the
interaction of play, work, and intense study, children’s self-efficacy, social development and sense
of commitment to and place in their community are reinforced. All these are skills needed to become
successful in life and form stable relationships of their own in future.
Therefore, after-school programs play a significant role in the education climate. It is definitely
something that the government should continue to invest in so that the quality of the programs can
be improved. Good programs provide scaffoldings for the children and develops potential talents
within them.
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Source 15 (Journal Article):
Villegas, A.M. & Lucas, Tamara. (March 2007). The culturally responsive teacher. Educational
Leadership, 28-33.!

!
Over the past three decades, the racial, ethnic, and linguistic demographics of the K-12 student
population in the United States have changed dramatically. This article brings our attention to how a
teacher can engage students from diverse cultural and linguistic background. To begin, teachers
must see these new migrants as capable learners.
The authors stated clearly in their article that teachers should understand how learners construct
knowledge, understand about learners’ life, be sociocultural conscious and hold affirming views
about diversity. Teachers have an ethical obligation and responsibility to help children to learn. By
using appropriate instructional strategies these children better integrate into the classroom and
society. The children can help their families in turn using their knowledge learnt from schools to
make their lives better. Hence the teacher’s role in school is vital. They need to help serves as
advocates for their students, especially those traditionally been marginalized in schools.
Approaching a student’s education in these culturally and linguistically responsive ways - rather
than emphasizing deficits—has the potential truly engage all students in learning, both in school
and beyond.
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Source 16 (Journal Article):
Wilson, B. (1997). The Quiet Evolution – Changing the Face of Arts Education (Executive Summary).
The Getty Education Institute for the Arts, Los Angeles: Getty Trust Publications. !

!

!

This is a summary from the original text “The Quiet Evolution – Changing the Face of Arts
Education”. Getty Education Institute for the Arts is an organization that has worked to transform
both the theory and practice of arts education through an initiative that promotes creativity and
requires critical thinking. It is a holistic approach that connects art to the other subjects in school
and to the wider range of personal interests and abilities of the young learners. The institute
believes that arts is an essential part of every child’s education and helps them prepare for life. A
comprehensive arts education builds on the premise that art can be taught most effectively by
integrating content from four basis disciplines – art making, art history, art criticism and aesthetics
(the philosophy of art). This approach, known as Disciplined Based Arts Education, is used in the
National Standards for Art Education. The document summaries the study into12 findings –
1. Reform initiatives succeed when change is systematic
2. Long-range planning by district and school leadership is essential
3. Continuous communication and collaboration within and among change communities
promote reform.
4. Professional development programs and curriculum and instructional planning go hand in
hand and should be pursued at the same time.
5. Ongoing assistance for curriculum implementation is imperative.
6. Evaluation is critical.
7. The best programs emerge in schools where educators collectively assume new instructional
roles and responsibilities.

8. Collaboration between teachers and experts in particular subject areas leads to improved
instructional programs.
9. The teaching of school subjects is enriched when museum and other community cultural
institutions provide content for instruction and settings for immersion in their respective
worlds.
10. The most important learning takes place when several school subject are taught
simultaneously within the context of large themes that illuminate conceptions of human
purpose and well-being.
11. Skills are not ends in themselves. They are the means for understanding human purpose and
creating new visions of it.
12. The processes associated with a comprehensive approach to arts education offer exemplary
models for the reform of other subjects.
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Source 17 (Seminar at Brown University):
Ewald, W. & Meiselas, S. (1 October 2013). Thinking Collaboratively. Brown University: TC Colley
Lecture Series
In this seminar, both Wendy Ewald and Susan Meiselas presented their collaborative work in
photography in different cultural and political contexts and with different communities.
Ewald is a conceptual artist and educator who has for forty years collaborated in art projects with
children, families, women, and teachers worldwide. She begins her journey wanting to document
and investigate places and communities, and probes into questions of identity and cultural
eventually.
What really captured my attention about her talk was when she shared about her projects. Her work
is directed towards "helping children to see" and using the "camera as a tool for expression". She
embarked on with the underprivileged children. Instead of taking the photographs herself, she gave
the children digital cameras and encouraged them to use cameras to record themselves, their
families, and their communities, and to articulate their fantasies and dreams. I thought that sounds
really interesting and exciting. Unlike most photographers, who would be focusing on the technique
skills and compositions, she used photography as a tool to understand the children from their
perspective better. It is a deeper level compared to through her lens. Truly, encapsulating the
essence of using photography as a form of documentation and in a way interactive for the people
involved – the children, the audiences and herself.
Susan Meiselas was born in 1948, Baltimore, Maryland. She attended junior high school in
Woodmere, New York. She earned her BA at Sarah Lawrence College and an MA in visual education at
Harvard University. She received a Honorary Doctorates in Fine Arts from the Parsons School in 1986
and from The Art Institute of Boston in 1996.
Meiselas is an American documentary photographer. She has been associated with Magnum Photos
since 1976 and a full member since 1980. Her works have been published in newspapers and
magazines including The New York Times, The Times, Time, GEO and Paris Match.
She is best known for her coverage of the insurrection in Nicaragua and her documentation of
human rights issues in Latin America. She shared on her first major photography project in which
she documented the working girls (sex workers). Her intention was trying to capture that moment.
After the photography and interview with the girls, she continued to search for a way to present her
works, which eventually lead to a book creation. She also combined her images, incorporated audio
interviews with the subjects on a CD packaged with the book in an exhibition at the Whitney
Museum subsequently.
For Meiselas, my greatest takeaway is her consistent searching of wanting to make her
documentation even better after the initial purpose and goals were set. Her creation did not stopped

and she is ever so ready to dwell deeper to make the next presentation. Her wanting the audience to
ask questions is her primarily intention.
Both photographers have a way/intention in their documentation; that makes their personal styles
unique. The question of what is my style popped into my head. It is something I need to continue
searching. The other thing that I remember one of them mentioning – ‘How to contribute under a
certain constrains and possibilities’. This is definitely an on-going process I have been going
through and a reminder for me in life, doing my best on what I can make a difference in based on
the constraints I have.
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Source 18 (Chapter from book):
La Pierre, S.D. & Zimmerman, E. (Eds.). (1997). Reading and Interpreting Research Journal Articles.
Research Methods and Methodologies, 76-81.!

!
There may be times when you are struggling to read a research journal article and at a lost for
drawing meaningful conclusions at what you have read. This chapter helps to guide you through the
reading and interpreting the contents of professional journals especially those of research
information about art education. Often these articles fall into established categories and in
recognizable formats – types of research journal articles and types of original Research (used in art
education). When one can identify these categories and format, one can make better progress
understanding the content of the articles.
It is important for us to read journal articles as they keep us inform of current trends in the art
education. It allows us to interpret and use the relevant aspects of investigations in our teaching and
in further studies we conduct. It is particularly important for art teachers, as we do not have much
contact with other specialists. By reading, we can understand what others are doing and
understanding our own teaching.
The two tables in the articles properly gave a fairly comprehensive explanation of each type of
research articles and original research used in art education. Undoubtedly, it will come handy when I
start my thesis.
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Source 19 (Journal Article):
McCarthy, M. (2008). The scholarship of teaching and learning in higher education: An Vverview.
Chapter 1:6-15. Retrieved from!http://mcgraw-hill.co.uk/openup/chapters/9780335234462.pdf.

!
This article explores the different definitions of scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) in higher
education, looks at its theoretical underpinnings, summarizes some keys developments and
highlights some of the key debates. It provides an overview of the literature of SoTL, with particular
reference to its emergence in the 1990s. SoTL gives teaching its rightful place in the universities and
focus on good teaching - student learning & the search for compelling evidence. There are
fundamentally 4 different disciplines of scholarships – Discovery, Integration, Application and
Teaching.
The scholarship of teaching and learning has elements of discovery, integration and application. It
appears that SoTL has a big tent approach, as explains that teaching is an intellectual work that
requires investigation in students’ learning. Rich evidence of learning needs to guide thoughtful
improvement and important work of teaching and learning should be made visible, sharable and
useful to others.
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Source 20 (Book Chapter):
Kollwitz, K. (1988). The diary and letters of Kaethe Kollwitz / edited by Hans Kollwitz ; translated by
Richard and Clara Winston. Evanston, Ill. : Northwestern University Press.!

!
This chapter introduces the personal life of the artist, Kollwitz. It started with an introduction of the
artist when she was a child, her family, and her childhood friends. How they have been a part of her
life and imparted her artistic development since young. Her father was the one who saw her talents
and gave her the best he could to groomed her. However, she almost gave up on her dream to
become an artist because she got engaged at seventeen to Karl Kollwitz, and later married to him.
Soon after she had her first child and then her second. After a performance one day, she was
inspired to work a series of work entitled “The Weavers” and dedicated the works to her father who
was critically ill then. He did not live to see the completion of the work. She was very affected by her
father’s death as he had longed to see her work publicly exhibited. Her good friend, Anna Plehn,
helped her enter “The Weavers” for a competition in which she won a gold medal. Her fame started
since. She was invited to teach at the girls’ art school. She was there for two to three years and
became an artist.
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BOOKS(or e-books):
1. Daniel H. Pink. (2009). Drive – The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us.
New York: Penguin Group.
Pink stated the three elements of cultivating intrinsic motivation, namely,
autonomy, mastery and purpose. These elements are important for future
management style. He used many phycology experiment results to indicate that
traditional style of managing, such as classical conditioning, would no longer be
suitable for the rapidly changing future generation.
2. Anthony P. Carnevale, Leila J. Gainer, Ann S Meltzer. (1988). Workplace Basics:
The Skills Employers Want. (pp. 16-17). Washington, DC: Employment and Training
Administration (DOL).
Early in 1988, before each of us get a mobile device in our pocket, employers
have realized that the essential qualities for employees are not only academic
skills like reading, writing and mathematics but the ability of “knowing how to
learn” when the companies were facing the rapid global technical change. Seven
skill groups were categorized in a hierarchy by The American Society for
Training & Development and U.S. Department of Labor Employment & Training
Administration where group effectiveness (interpersonal skill, negotiation,
teamwork), personal management (self-esteem, goal setting/motivation,
personal/career development) and adaptability (creative thinking, problem
solving) are placed as higher than 3 R’s (reading, writing, computation).
3. Diane F. Halpern. (2002). Thought and knowledge: An introduction to critical
thinking, 4th edition. New York: Psychology Press
#$%&%'()!&*%+,-$.!+/&!/+)0!1(,-!2-'%.%/+.3!&*-0!.&$(&-4%'())0!-+.5$-!&*-%$!
2-'%.%/+.!&/!6-!6-.&!7%&&%+4!&*-!$-()!'/+&-8&3!(+2!)-(2%+4!2-.%$(6)-!/5&'/1-.9!!!
!
4. Hetland, L., Winner, E., Veenema, S., & Sheridan, K.M. (2007). Studio thinking:
the real benefits of visual arts education. New York: Teachers College Press.
“The classroom was studio-based and learner-directed. Students come to
understand art and the art world from the inside out as they employ the skills,
techniques, and attitudes – the habits of mind, typical of artists.”
5. Diane B. Jaquith, Nan E. Hathaway. (2012). In Diane B. Jaquith, Nan E. Hathaway
(Eds.), The learner-directed classroom: developing creative thinking skills through
art. New York: Teachers Press.
“In learner-directed classrooms, knowledge gained through first-hand inquiry is
powerful. Learners with autonomy develop personal paths for skill and
knowledge acquisition, eventually becoming metacognitive about their process.
In settings designed for self-direction, students set the course for learning.”
6. John Dewey. (1897). My Pedagogic Creed. Retrieved from:
http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/My_Pedagogic_Creed!
The teacher is not in the school to impose certain ideas or to form certain habits
in the child, but is there as a member of the community to select the influences
!
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which shall affect the child and to assist him in properly responding to these
influences.
7. Gerber, B., & Guay, D. P. (2006). Reaching and teaching : students with special
needs through art. Beverly Levett Gerber and Doris P. Guay, editors. Reston, Va. :
National Art Education Association, 2006.
Authors of this book combined theories and practices to illustrate art programs
for students with special needs. However, the way authors generate proper
activities which meet the need of students is worth applying to designing learnercentered art programs for all levels of students.
8. Douglas, K. M., & Jaquith, D. B. (2009). Engaging learners through artmaking :
choice-based art education in the classroom. Katherine M. Douglas, Diane B. Jaquith
; foreword by George Szekely ; preface by John V. Crowe. New York : Teachers
College Press, c2009.
Implement strategies of choice-based art education in elementary and middle
schools. Examples of practical implantation are found in this book.
9. James W. Pellegrino and Margaret L. Hilton. (Eds.). (2012). Education for life and
work: Developing transferable knowledge and skills in the 21st century.!Retrieved
from
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13398
The importance of a deeper learning style was introduced in the book. The
purpose of education is aimed on educating students with 21st century skills that
can adapt the changing world. Deeper learning strategies in language arts,
mathematics and science are also indicated in this book.
ARTICLES:
1. Rolling JR., J. (2013). Art as Social Response and Responsibility: Reframing
Critical Thinking in Art Education as a Basis for Altruistic Intent. Art Education,
66(2), 6-12.
This article expands the function of developing critical thinking in art classrooms
for an altruistic impact on the society. “Simply by reframing critical thinking—
not as a skills outcome of the art classroom, but rather as a primary vehicle for
altruistic sociocultural interventions—arts and design education practices are
poised and at the ready to respond as needed.”
2. Pitri, E. (2013). Skills and Dispositions for Creative Problem Solving During the
Artmaking Process. Art Education, 66(2), 41-46.
This article talks about critical thinking, problem solving, creativity and creative
problem solving. It distinct problem solving from creativity but relate them as
both are operations that requires critical thinking. It stated skills in creative
problem solving and stresses the importance of teachers’ feedbacks that motivate
learners.
3. Broome, J. (2013). A Case Study in Classroom Management and School
Involvement: Designing an Art Room for Effective Learning. Art Education, 66(3),
39-46.
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This is a case study of creating a physical environment to be secure and inviting.
Furthermore, it promotes effective learning. To what extent a physical
environment can affect some students learning? How could I describe classroom
environment? Some insights are found in this article.
4. Gude, O. (2013). New School Art Styles: The Project of Art Education. Art
Education, 66(1), 6-15.
The author is envisioning the possibilities for 21st-century art education. She
collected her experiences of good art projects and analyzes them. She stressed
that making meaning is essential to quality art learning experiences.
5. Wolf, P. D., Holochwost, S. (2009). Building creative capital. Retrieved from
http://wolfbrown.com/whitepaper/WB_BuildingCreativeCapital.pdf
This article advocates re-thinking creativity as creative capital to build a wellbeing, life-long, dynamic and systemic learning community. The idea surrounds
active participation of individuals. Starting from early childhood, one can be
started to emerging creative capital. When on reach adulthood, he will be
equipped to share and mentor next generation.
6. Beghetto, R. A. (2009). Correlates of Intellectual Risk Taking in Elementary
School Science. Journal Of Research In Science Teaching, 46(2), 210-223.
This article look into the correlation between intellectual risk taking(IRT) in
science. Students’ IRT declined by grade-level which means students are not dare
to try new things and answer uncertain questions. However, creativity involves
risk-taking. The article also analyze factors relate to IRT which may relating to
not only science learning, but arts learning.
7. Skinner, E. A., & Belmont, M. J. (1993). Motivation in the classroom: reciprocal
effects of teacher behavior and student engagement across the school year. Journal Of
Educational Psychology, (4), 571.
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Melita Morales Thesis Bibliography: Draft 1
1. Mesa, J. C. & Klosterman, M. L. & Cronin-Jones, L. L. (2008). The P.O.E.T.R.Y. of
Science. Science & Children, 46(3), 36-41.
This article talks about the skills of a P.O.E.T.R.Y lesson (which stands for Predict, Observe,
Explain, Think, Reflect, and Yearn) to cultivate deeper learning. P.O.E.T.R.Y. focuses on process
skills, thinking skills, and habits of mind that represent essential elements of inquiry in both
science and language arts contexts. The author goes into specific examples in which a teacher
implemented the use of science journals in an inquiry-based classroom. This article is not
relevant to art and science specifically but does provide some information on relevant ways
science teachers are focusing on asking questions.
2. Siler, T. (2011). The ArtScience Program for Realizing Human Potential. Leonardo, 44(5), 417424.
This article goes into detail about an ArtScience Program established in 1994 to create
integrative versus interdisciplinary collaborative groups that synthesize information in innovative
ways. The ArtScience is a pedagogy and practice in which the lines of Art and Science no longer
exist as separate cars on a train. Based on his MIT thesis work, Siler created a Symbolic
Modeling process, using symbols/objects as a means of personal expression and a way to
demonstrate self-learning. A key to this is a four-step process of “Metamorphing.” This way of
teaching engages the whole brain through model making and encourages the collaborative
practice through connectivity. He champions the idea that in order to meet challenges and
complexities of the times, we must learn to “collaborate creatively to generate new
knowledge.” He makes very distinct philosophical distinctions about the difference between
interdisciplinary and integrated learning.
3. Yang, A (2012). Science as a Matter of (Liberal) Art. Liberal Education, 98 (spring): 60 – 63
In this article Andrew Yang makes a case for the role of science in a liberal arts education.
He focuses on what he considers to be the current narrow and confining academic
understanding of scientific teaching and study, which relegates the acquiring of scientific
knowledge to facts. His argument is mainly framed by referencing the 2009 curricular
standards discussed by American Council of Trustees and Alumni, and the 2012 Association
of American Colleges definition of liberal arts education. He proposes a more expanded
method of teaching science that allows students to learn through active inquiry based in real
world application that allows for uncertainty, and which looks at the social and cultural
impacts their work.
4. Yang, A. (2011, May). Interdisciplinarity as critical inquiry: Visualizing the art/bioscience
interface. Interdisciplinary Science Reviews. 36(1), 42 – 54.
Andrew Yang stresses that all lives are connected to biological science in integral ways
through everything from GMOs to new reproductive technologies. His article seeks out the
capacity for all people to participate the scientific knowledge as well as have personal agency
in making decisions that incorporates this knowledge. As a natural science teacher at an art
school, he sees and works to communicate the value of both art and science education as
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an integrated method of study. He discusses “disciplinary natives and immigrants” as holding
the capacity to bring new insight and different methods of inquiry into a field. Yang notes
the cost of specialization in one field of study as hindering the overall goals of a field as a
whole. He places importance on the shift in reconfiguring what is familiar to each discipline
to new and different.
5. Eubanks, P (2012). Interdisciplinary Study: Research as Part of Art Making Art Education. 65
(2), 48-53.
Paula Eubanks points to the decrease in art education and the need to reframe the study as
aligned with more mainstream academic practices. In this article she looks at two main
avenues for combing art and research, discussing the art making process of three main
artists, Cheryl Goldsleger, Joe Peragin, and Carol Ruckdeshell. Artists can incorporate
research into their work during the development phase or scientists might use art to
deepen their understanding of their subject. Key to her argument is that neither discipline
is given privilege, and the formal elements of design are given as much weight as exhaustive
analytical research. Eubanks advocates for research practice that goes beyond mining for
visual imagery to a deeper understanding of content. She also mentions the importance of
personal connection to work that allows for transforming data and creating new meaning.
6. Mason, R. (2008). Problems of Interdisciplinarity: Evidence-Based and/or Artist-Led
Research. International Journal of Art and Design Education, 27(3), 279-293
In this article, Mason discusses that the current theoretical frameworks for looking at art
education demonstrate a need for more rigorous research that is both qualitative and
quantitative. She stresses the need for art and design research to become more evidence
oriented. She advocates for the need for greater training among arts professionals in
systematic research reviewing and a greater knowledge of techniques for successfully
searching databases such as EPPI-Centre. She also points to a general overly optimistic
trend of art education researchers to assume that arts education is beneficial to the
population it serves. This article provides conversation about different research methods as
well as a straightforward valuing of hard and soft knowledge.
7. Marshall, J. & D’Adamo, K. (2011, September). Art Practice as Research in the Classroom.
Art Education. 64(5), 12-18
This article investigates a trend to see arts making as a part of research and as research
itself. The article looks at Berkeley High School in Berkeley, CA as an example of how art’s
based research might look in the classroom. The authors note the non-verbal ways arts
education qualitative research can open up interpretation of what is generally seen only
objectively. In a movement in art education that facilitates less object making and more
exploration of a topic or idea, the insights generated can be aligned with research methods
that are rigorous and systematic. Documenting in a research workbook, such as the one by
Claire Hartinger that is examined in the article, is stressed as an essential part of any artsbased research that involves question and reflection. From “receivers of knowledge to
constructors of knowledge” students have the potential to see themselves as researchers
with transferable skills as well as their artwork as a evidence of research itself.
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8. Wynn, T. & Harris, J. (2012, September). Toward a STEM + Arts curriculum: Creating the
teacher team. Art Education. 65(5), 42-47.
This article discusses the movement in STEM education to include an A for art (STEAM).
The authors make the claim that “STEAM can help turn the tide for our students” in
response to globally compared, declining math and science literacy. Providing a number of
examples of interdisciplinary teaching teams, such as the math + science + art + guest artists
team at Robius High school, students learned through expeditions, research and fieldwork.
Great importance is placed on local and real-world context for the project development.
While this article remains somewhat topical in examining the concept of STEAM, it is clear
the authors believe in the capacity of the arts to deepen knowledge in other fields as well as
the data collection of science to influence and aid in the informed intellectual pursuit of the
artist as they work.
9. Perkins, D. N. (1994). Learning to think by looking at art/ David N. Perkins. Santa Monica, CA:
Getty Center for Education in the Arts, 1994.
In this book length paper, David Perkins makes the case that looking at art requires thinking
in that their meaning is not revealed all at once. He argues for a valuing of the arts that is
niether extrinsic or intrinsic but when trained, carries a “thinking disposition” into the
greater world. He suggests that artists make the most of the “hungry eye” or the desire to
get beyond seeing to thinking about what is seen and the meaning or intention behind it by
working through what he defines as three types of intelligence, neutral, experiential, and
reflective. Perkins devote much of his writing to giving looking time, a way of recording
perceptions and the comments and questions that arise over time. He makes a good case
for the value of the thinking process of a trained artist as well as audience/viewer.
10. Schwarze, S & Lape, H. (1997). Thinking Socratically. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Using a philosophical approach, the authors focus on an understanding of open dialogue to
create an environment of critical thinking. Looking at the ancient Greek philosopher
Socrates, the authors puts value on testing ideas through open discourse and questioning all
underlying assumptions. Through informal dialogue with the reader, Schwarze and Lape
make a case for rationality and a degree of reasonableness in choices and approaching
problems.
11. Jaffe, N., (2013). Like Art? Love Science. Teaching Artist Journal, 11(3),137-138
In this editorial, Nick Jaffe describes the ways in which art and science are traditionally
paired, one as subjective, one as objective. The most valuable part of this editorial is a quote
by artist-designer Susana Halpine who insists on artistic and scientific abilities as “conceptual
endeavors that strive for creative endeavors.” Jaffe sees three different methods of
integrating art and science and advocates for areas which allow for scientific processes to
inform art making, such as in mixing paint pigments.
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12. Browne, M. & Keeley, S. (2007). Asking the right questions: A guide to critical thinking (8). Upper
Saddle River, New Jersey: Pearson Prentice Hall
The authors make a case for educating critical thinkers who are capable of discussing their
beliefs and assumptions with each other, and further through discourse we will be able to
address the world’s conflict. Rather than depending on outside experts, the authors stress
the importance of resisting just becoming passive absorbers of information, not making
conscious choices about what to accept or reject. The book provides a systematic approach
to evaluating different situations based on word context, value conflicts, descriptive
assumptions, evidence provided and reflection.
13. Halpine, S. (2008) Real Scientists Do It With Models: The Art of Science Visualization.
Teaching Artist Journal, 6(1), 5-19
In this article, Halpine discusses the importance and impact of visual thinking through
models on many famous scientific discoveries. She specificially points to teaching the
concept in architectural design courses that form affects function, which currently has no
home in scientific research training. Citing examples throughout history, she makes a case
for art and science not being polar opposites but rather “conceptual endeavors that strive
for creative realization.” She argues that students of each field should be encouraged to
understand the methodologies and tools of the other and given the opportunities to make a
scholarly impact within that field. Halpine points to the compartmentalization of subjects as
the cause of stagnation in student’s science achievement.
14. New York Hall of Science (2013). Making Meaning [M2]. Retrieved from:
http://www.nysci.org/w/wp-content/uploads/MakingMeaning2013Report.pdf
This report details asks questions about how we are documenting the benefits of the Maker
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Gallagher and Ascher’s questioning taxonomy. He proposes that teachers can learn the
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AND IMPLICATIONS
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Taxonomy.
20. Question Styles. (2003), Mathematics Teaching, (184), 18
The author observes 12 teachers from 3 schools, specifically noting questioning techniques
and responses from the pupils. She was particularly impressed with a mathematics teacher
using open questions 50% of the time. She also found that many teachers did not know or
could not articulate the difference between open and closed questions. She argues that
students who are exposed to more probing, open questions are more likely to offer
arguments and opinions.
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